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Letters to The Python Papers
Python users from across the globe have written to the Python Papers to let us know what
they're up  to.
Krys Wilken
Krys wrote in to let us know about one of his blog posts which he felt expressed how much
he thought of Python. We agreed! Krys' blog may be found at http://krys.ca/
Wow, it's been a while since I blogged. :( I've
been busy obsessively coding a new reporting
framework  for  work  to  replace  a  horribly
designed/architected/coded/styled/everything
ASP site. I have to say that: 
1. setuptools   completely  rocks!  Entry
points are beautiful!
2. PasteScript   completely rocks! 
3. RuleDispatch   (which  needs  it's  own
site/page,  btw) is  extremely  handy  in
the right situations!
:D
With just these three libraries, I have created a
completely  extensible  reporting  framework
with a very nice command-line interface and
template generation to get new reports off the
ground quickly. And it's only around 250 lines
of code! :) (... so far, anyway. Not done yet.)
I also discovered inspect.getargspec recently and I am using it, and dependency injection,
to add a couple bits of really nice elegance to the framework. 
All  this,  combined with  SQLAlchemy,  makes generating reports  in  several  formats  from
legacy (and badly designed) databases a walk in the park!
Thanks to learning these tools, I believe I have been able to elevate the level of beauty and
quality of my code considerably.
Now, before anyone asks, the framework will very likely not be open-sourced, as I coded it
at work and so it belongs to them.
That said,  I  just want to say a great big fat  Thank You to  Phillip Eby,  Ian Bicking,
Michael Bayer (could not  find a blog or  homepage for  you,  Mike),  and everyone that
helped make the above libraries.  Not  only do they make my life  easier,  but  using and
studying them makes me a better programmer. And while I have derived great satisfaction
from most of my coding projects, this is the first time in a long while that I have actually
been euphoric about it! This stuff is just cool! :D I mean, is this what Lisp programmers feel
all the time? ;)
Interestingly, it's not that I'm proud of myself, it's that I am completely blown away by what
Python and these extremely powerful tools (and other like them) let me accomplish. I try
not to be a fanboy, but you know, sometimes it's really hard! :) 
Michael Ang 
After  our  call  to  Pythonistas  in  a  variety  of
countries, Michael wrote in to let us know a
little about how Python is used in Singapore...
“I am from Singapore, and a Python user...
Have been using Python for about 7-8 years,
and my other core programming languages
are Delphi,  Clipper (xHarbour), and many
others. The only sad thing is Python is not
popular here, our academics emphasize very
much to Microsoft,  so graduates tend to be
more familiar to VB and what not. ”
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Anyway,  I  just  needed to  express that.  If  you
have not checked out what these libraries can
do,  I  highly  recommend  it.  They  are  all
obviously designed to scratch and itch and, at
least  for  me,  they broadened the way I  think
about program design. 
Just to finish this post off, I am curious if anyone
else  has  had  this  kind  of  experience  with  a
Python  library/tool/language  feature.  If  so,  I'd
love  to  hear  about  them!  This  might  even
provide  some  nice  material  for  the  Python
Advocacy list.
Anyway, thanks again guys! You rock!
Peter Williams 
Peter is a subscriber to the Melbourne Python
User's Group2 mailing list, and works for the
New South Wales (Australia) Rural Doctors
Network. Thanks to him and his organisation for
allowing us to reproduce this email...
“We  are  developing  our  operational  database
systems  in-house  almost  entirely  using  open
source  software products.   We use Postgresql  with  a  Python front-end.   Our  database
includes  a  schema  which  we call  "metadata"  –  basically  a  database  of  how our  data
structures are designed and how they are to be presented by the python front-end.  Our
users  are  located  in  several
offices around  NSW, and we use
a secure shell for remote access
(head  office  is  here  in
Newcastle).   Our  users  also
have  a  variety  of  platforms  –
Windows,  Mac,  Linux,  so  this
combination  of  Postgresql  +
Python  works very well  for us.
When  a  user  logs  in,  the
metadata schema is  queried to
determine how to   present  the
various "screens" of data for the
user.  If we want to change the
data structures, we  change the
records in the metadata schema,
and  then  run  a  "rebuild"
program,  which  drops  data,
then drops database structures,
then  reads  the  new  metadata,
creates  new  database
structures,  and   then  imports
data  that  was  previously
dropped.   The  rebuild  takes
about 15 minutes, and we usually  schedule rebuilds at lunchtime.  Our system has several
major functions.  Firstly, our "core module"  is a CRM module.  To this we have added a
number of facilities to help users communicate  (calendars,  task lists,  resource booking
system, alerts, procedures, meeting agendas and schedules,  staff whereabouts etc etc).
2. http://wiki.python.org/moin/MelbournePUG
Brian Blais 
Brian  Blais  works  as  an  Associate
Professor  at  Bryant  University.  He  has
been  corresponding  with  The  Python
Papers about his  insights on the use of
Python in Universities, and was happy for
us to include this message...
“I have been using Python for only about 1.5
years, coming primarily from a Matlab+C
background.  I currently use it both for
teaching and research, and it has
transformed the way I work.  I've used it
for student projects in Astronomy, Physics,
Artificial Intelligence, Robotics,
Computational  Neuroscience, and
Meteorology.  For research, I do a lot of
numerical simulations (mostly neurons),  and
I've transferred all of my heavy-hitting
Matlab+C code into Python+Pyrex. ”
Flavio Codeco Coelho 
Flavio  has been of  help to The Python Papers reviewing
some of our academic contributions, and also keeping us
up-to-date with regards to University research.
“I am a Brazilian researcher in the field of
Biomathematics and I have been involved with Python for
many years now, both in the development of scientific
software (http://epigrass.sourceforge.net and
http://modelbuilder.sourceforge.net/) and in training
young scientists to use Python for their  computational
needs. I am currently finishing a book about  Python in
Science, with should come out this year, in  portuguese
(Translation offers welcome!). I also keep a blog about
Python in Science  http://pyinsci.blogspot.com ”
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Then there are modules that are specific to certain project areas eg  locum service module,
general practitioner workforce module.  We plan to add more modules as we  continue to
develop the system.  We also have a generic data collection instrument facility   staff can
use this to define questions, surveys (or data collection instruments), and then enter data
from   survey  respondents  or  applicants.   Some  of  these  collect  data  directly  from
stakeholders via a php  web interface, directly into the database.  Triggers then create alerts
for  appropriate  staff  members   to  take  action.   We  use  ReportLab  for  our  reporting
requirements, and all reports are created as pdf  documents which are then emailed to the
user (no printer driver fuss!). ”(Object Oriented) Python Rant
Alex Nelson
Alex Nelson, originally Wednesday, August 1, 2007 on his blog “Object Oriented Kool Aid”.3
Alex is a sophomore physics/math double major at the University of California at Davis. His
research interests include quantum gravity, foundational issues in quantum mechanics, and
general relativity. In his spare time, Alex studies file systems, and works on the Brainix
operating system. 
Python is the way of the future...like Zeppelins and Autogyros. It's a lot more natural
programming in Python than it is in Perl, at least for Object Oriented Programming. (Note
that there is an interesting series called the Python Papers that is a good read!) [editor's
note – we did not make him say this!]
When I first learned it, I hated it because it wasn't like C/C++/D/Java at all! However, I gave
it high marks for having the lambda anonymous functions. It made me reminisce about the
bad old days of LISP and SCHEME and The Structure and Interpretation of Programming.
Now, my tune has changed completely since I'm working on an operating system (Brainix).
I recognize the value of having scripts, despite the fact that Brainix is not mature enough to
run a simple shell. It's the benefit of platform independence at the cost of performance.
The problem is that there are no good scripting languages! Perl is esoteric as death,
and BASH is not all that better...don't get me wrong, BASH is fabulous as a shell but terrible
as a scripting language. Python is perhaps the best scripting language out there, and that's
not saying all that much.
One particular problem that I have is, for perl I can do things like:
@files = `ls`;
for $file in @files
{
#do stuff!
}
However, for Python, having this neat scripting feature is changed! In the immortal words of
"Grandpa" Simpson "I was with it once...then it changed into something horrible and scary."
After a bit of study, I figured out that there is an OS module where I can use the
os.system() method to invoke shell commands. Now I could write something like:
for filename in os.command("ls"):
# do stuff translated into python!
Perhaps a more disturbing difference for my inner C/C++/D/Java programmer is the lack of
curly brackets. I got over this by using Python in a more functional manner that would make
John Armstrong proud.
Finally I fought my fears and started programming in an object oriented manner. Object
oriented programming is the way of my people! But this sort of object orientedness seemed
odd. The self pointer (I assume, I thought it to be a python parallel to the this pointer at
3 http://pqnelson.blogspot.com/2007/08/object-oriented-python-rant.html  
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first) is the first argument in every method, which was bizarre. It reminded me of Phil's
Object Oriented ANSI C.
Perhaps what the open source movement needs is a good shell that's also a good scripting
language...one that's open source, object oriented, and is an affront to the Windoze
PowerShell. BeanShell is a possibility, but I think there is hope for python yet.
Well, this isn't much of a first post, but that's all I have to rant about so far about Python.
